For decades, advanced behavioral tasks have only been used in human and non-human primates. However, with improved analytical and genetic techniques, there has been a growing drive to implement complex reaching, decision-making, and reaction time tasksnot in primates -but in rodents. Here, we assess the hypothesis that a mouse can learn a cued reaction time task. Moreover, we tested multiple training regimens and found that introducing elements of the reaction time task serially hindered, rather than helped task acquisition. Additionally, we include a step-by-step manual for inexpensive implementation and use of a rodent joystick for behavioral analysis. Task and analysis code for the evaluated behaviors are included such that they may be replicated and tested further. With these, we also include code for a probabilistic reward 'two-arm bandit' task. These various tasks, and the method to construct and implement them, will enable greatly improved study of the neural correlates of behavior in the powerful mouse model organism. In summary, we have tested and demonstrated that mice can learn sophisticated tasks with A joystick, and that targeted task design provides a significant advantage. These results of this study stand to inform the implementation of other sophisticated tasks using the mouse model.
INTRODUCTION:
The study of behavioral spatiotemporal dynamics in the mouse has grown considerably in recent years (Harvey et al., 2009; Cohen et al., 2015; Guo et al., 2015; Klaus et al., 2017) , opening new avenues of discovery that take advantage of the optogenetic advantages the mouse model provides. Rodent work enables high-throughput methods that accelerate discovery and capture behavioral variance, rather than ignore it (Brunton et al., 2013; Guo et al., 2015) . The growth of rigorous mouse behavioral paradigms also reduces barriers to entry that may limit smaller labs and institutions. Therefore, it is advantageous for the field to establish inexpensive methods to study highly-quantifiable behavior in an awake behaving mouse (Fetsch, 2016) .
Reaching is a well-studied behavior across several species (Fromm and Evarts, 1981; Churchland et al., 2012; Dean et al., 2012; Cherian et al., 2013; Yttri et al., 2013; Mathis et al., 2017) . This goal-oriented behavior is a unitary, highly-quantifiable movement, whereas other tasks require several actions, like reorientation followed by locomotion across a cage (Tai et al., 2012; Lak et al., 2014; ) . Despite this, the behavior provides rich spatiotemporal dynamics (Bollu et al., 2018) that do not exist in other presses. Joysticks have been used for decades with both human and nonhuman primates (Thoroughman and Shadmehr, 1999; Maeda et al., 2018) , and more recently with rats (Slutzky et al., 2010) , and can provide a real-time readout of the X and Y trajectory. In obtaining position and speed information in real time, joysticks enable the study of ongoing correlated neural activity (Paninski, 2003; Panigrahi et al., 2015) or stimulation in closed loop triggered off a specific spatiotemporal feature of movement (Yttri and Dudman, 2016) . This feature presents a significant advantage over impressive, but post-hoc, motion capture techniques (Guo et al., 2015; Mathis et al., 2018; Robie et al., 2017 ) -though computer vision methods are quickly advancing real-time capabilities (Ellens et al., 2016) .
METHODS:
Adult (>p40) wild-type C57/Bl6 mice were used. All animals were waterdeprived, but kept at least 75% of their free weight. Before training, animals were accustomed to experimenter handling and head fixation (see Osborne and Dudman, 2014) via a surgically implanted head cap. Three conditions were considered. First, animals were trained to reach in any direction past an amplitude threshold for reward. Reward amplitude threshold was a function of the animal's performance success. This condition was common across all conditions through to session 13 ( Figure 1 , red line), and was the only requisite of the task in the CONTROL training regimen.
The reaction time conditions were either LIGHT EARLY or LIGHT LATE. In the LIGHT EARLY Condition, the go cue light was introduced on the first day, although no punishment (a time out and house lights coming on) occurred until day 14. The LIGHT LATE Condition introduced the light in the seventh session. Two animals were used in each condition, with equal numbers of male and female mice used. As our N is quite small in this documentation of our preliminary original research findings, all statisticsincluding error bars -have been left out. All procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Carnegie Mellon University.
RESULTS:
We aimed to test the efficacy of both the joystick and the different automated training paradigms we had devised to teach a mouse to perform a reaching task. All of the waterdeprived, adult mice were able to learn the task to criterion (>100 trials of >1cm reaches). Average number of trials performed by mice in each session (top) and the amplitude of the reward threshold of those sessions. Reward amplitude threshold, the distance a reach is required to surpass to receive a reward, was a function of performance success.
However, a considerable difference was noted between those animals that were exposed to the go cue, LIGHT EARLY rather than later on in training, the LIGHT LATE Condition ( Figure  1) . Unsurprisingly, the control animals in which no reaction time criterion existed performed best. Notably, within 30 sessions, animals were performing over 400 correct trials per session. 'Correct' was defined as a reach past the amplitude threshold and after the go-cue light came on. Conversely, 'incorrect' was defined as a reach past the amplitude threshold and before the go-cue light came on.
LIGHT EARLY animals leaned the reaction time task more quickly than LIGHT LATE, reaching criterion amplitude threshold roughly 8 sessions before LIGHT LATE on average (Figure 2) . Additionally, once the punishment for reaching before the go cue was initiated, LIGHT EARLY mice had an overall lesser error rate, although the number of errors committed by each group were roughly equivalent.
Finally, we observed that reaction time to the go-cue light reduced more quickly in the LIGHT EARLY training regimen. Reaction time was defined as the period of time between go-cue light on and surpassing the reach amplitude threshold. Median reaction time is shown in Figure 3 . The average values are rather high due to our inclusion of the long rightward tail (All reaction times greater than 5 seconds were omitted). Even so, we can observe a steady decrease in reaction time, indicating that our mice learned the reaction time task. Further work will be performed to assess the generalizability of these observations to a larger cohort of animals and deepen our analysis of the highlyquantifiable data our mouse joystick provides.
DISCUSSION:
Studying the neural correlates of behavior requires precise, oftentimes real-time measures of those actions. In these early data, we demonstrate that 1) mice are capable of performing both a basic and reaction time reaching task and 2) introduction of the go-cue used in the reaction time task proved beneficial for learning the task. These results serve as a foundation for future work implementing tasks in mice that are normally thought to be reserved for primate research. Scientific apparatus often come with a hefty price, precluding high-throughput use through multiple iterations of the device (Brunton et al., 2013) or purchasing any device to begin with. We document here an inexpensive, highperformance joystick to relay the position of reaches with sub-millisecond delay. As this is an open project, we encourage feedback and will update the methods and manners of implementation as our process matures.
We describe here the pathway to build a head-fixed joystick setup -including hardware, data handling, and software. Also included are build and ordering instructions. This setup will work with any of the multiple mouse head-fixation solutions have been developed, including the RIVETS system used here (Osborne and Dudman, 2014) . While already relatively inexpensive, we provide additional options to reduce cost, including using a 2-axis potentiometer joystick (~5$) in place of Hall effect joysticks (~75$). We prefer the latter, as the resistance is uniform in every direction -instead of having two axes along which there is less resistance. These tracks have the potential to skew the 2D trajectory of the reach, but this may not be a caveat for some experimental questions. Finally, if finer or more delicate reach kinematics are to be studied, the resistance of Hall effect joysticks may be decreased by cutting the spring -though care should be taken not to cut off too much (typically no more than 1.5 coils).
Specific features of the joystick system described: -Arduino-based code for relaying multiple channels of data, including LED screen to display current task state and progress -Rapid animal shuttle insertion, through magnetic platforms that instantly and reliably lock into a predetermined position -Low cost, efficient build time, and small size can enable a lab to quickly and easily set up dozens of rigs in a small space.
-Task code to be run on rodents, including basic un-cued reaching, cued reaction time, and a probabilistic 'two-arm bandit' task requiring left or right reaches -Analysis code for extracting reach performance parameters offline, including reach trajectory, amplitude, peak speed, duration, and inter-reach interval BUILD PROTOCOL: (see addendum at end of manuscript)
TASK CODE:
We have written code for several behavioral tasks common to non-human primate literature. Reaching has been utilized to study many important neural mechanisms, 
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including the planning and generation of reaches, reaction time, and the valuation of different actions. As such, in our github repository (https://github.com/YttriLab/joystick ) we have provided code for: -un-cued reaching -cued reaction time -probabilistic reward 'two-arm bandit' task
ANALYSIS CODE:
We have produced data analysis code to quantify the execution of reaches, including reach trajectory, amplitude, peak speed, duration, and inter-reach interval. Detection is based on threshold crossing, and then works forward and backwards from this threshold to determine exact reach initiation and termination times. In doing so, the user is able to select for only full reaches and ignore small blips due to postural adjustment, grooming, or other non-task related behavior. For assistance with the code, we recommend contacting the lab directly in addition to visiting our github page, mentioned above.
